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Detectives Laura Baxter and Jack HoltDetectives Laura Baxter and Jack Holt are members of the elite: Las Vegas Metro PD, one of the toughest and most

respected law enforcement agencies in the United States. In the middle of a city with two million residents and 43

million annual visitors, they’re hunting for a killer. 

The crime: audaciousThe crime: audacious

In a glamorous Las Vegas hotel, in front of hundreds of witnesses and under the lenses of countless video

surveillance cameras, a young girl is brutally murdered. What promises to be a quick and easy investigation soon

becomes a nightmare. The most recorded crime in Vegas is missing one key protagonist, the killer.

The forensics: stupefyingThe forensics: stupefying

A crime-scene fingerprint unleashes dozens of unsettling questions instead of providing answers. Was this a murder

for hire? In the politically-charged case, the scenario seems plausible; the victim’s secret life could’ve been the
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obstacle in an ambitious politician’s path. As the investigation unspools the well-concealed secrets surrounding the

girl’s life, Baxter and Holt attract the attention of someone desperate to keep history’s terrible secrets buried. 

The truth: shockingThe truth: shocking

A testimony from beyond the grave turns into a death warrant for the two unrelenting detectives. While they

expose a connection with the victim’s distant past that could hold the key to catching her killer, they must learn to

rely on each other to survive. 

Two mavericks make an intriguing team. Baxter and Holt trust each other with their lives, only not with theirBaxter and Holt trust each other with their lives, only not with their

darkest secrets. darkest secrets. 

Fans of James Patterson, David Baldacci, Karin Slaughter, and Robert Dugoni will be engrossed in this

unputdownable police procedural that will keep you reading until the break of dawn.

What Readers Say About What Readers Say About Leslie Wolfe Leslie Wolfe 
-- “Leslie Wolfe has the talent that is comparable to the likes of a Tom Clancy or a Michael Crichton, or even James

Patterson.” - Dennis Waller 

-- “Wolfe keeps readers turning the pages...” - Kirkus Reviews 

-- “Leslie Wolfe knows how to blend advanced technological data with powerfully written human behavior

responses and the result is a novel that few will want to put down once the story begins.” -- Grady Harp

-- "Verdict: A phenomenal novel that will keep you on the edge of your seat. I highly recommend it!" -- KWNY

Publicity 

Readers and Critics Talking About Readers and Critics Talking About Leslie WolfeLeslie Wolfe Novels Novels

-- “Leslie Wolfe is now very much on my list of MUST READ AUTHORS and I can't wait for the next book to be

released” 

-- “Characters you really can bond with and want to read more about. Too real and plausible not to keep you reading

far too long after bed time!” 

-- “Now this was a real smoker, really kept it moving, very well written. Guess I better find out if my wife is talking to

me.” 

-- “Leslie Wolfe just gets better and better.” 

-- “This story has one of the best plots I’ve read in a long time.” 

-- “From the beginning to the last page her novel manages to keep reader’s attention, delivering intrigue, thrill and

suspense.” 

-- “An impressive amount of suspense throughout.” 

-- “As soon as I picked it up, I couldn’t put it down! Full of suspense and keeps you at the edge of your seat. I loved it!” 
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